Make the most of
outdoor living

Welcome to the Lakeland Awnings
and Patio Roofs range
All weather solutions for outdoor living.
Combining beautiful design and functionality, the Lakeland
range of awnings and patio roof systems has been designed
and developed to provide a versatile weather solution,
whatever the application.
Whether you want to make the most of your garden or patio
at home or provide shelter for your customers whilst they dine
outside your restaurant – our versatile range of awnings and
permanent Piazza roofing systems are the perfect choice.
Lakeland Awnings
Designed and manufactured in the UK and Europe our range of
5 retractable awnings are suitable for a variety of applications.
Built to the highest standard and with a wide choice of fabrics,
our awnings are designed to perfectly complement your
business and lifestyle. Full peace of mind is guaranteed with all
Lakeland products being CE approved and load tested for wind
and water. Lakeland motorised awnings include a motor which
is covered by a comprehensive five year guarantee.

Lakeland

Piazza Roofs
Providing permanent shelter from the elements, our range
of Piazza Roofs can be used for a wide range of applications,
both commercial and residential. Constructed of extruded
aluminium and durable polycarbonate, all of our roofing
systems are built to order and arrive ready to assemble.

Ideal for a variety of situations:
✓✓ Patio Awnings and Piazza Roofs for the home
✓✓ Piazza Patio Roof for a more permanent garden
shading solution

✓✓ The Piazza Carport for the conscientious car-owner
✓✓ Sun awnings for schools and playgroups
✓✓ Commercial awnings and covers for pubs, cafes,
shops and restaurants
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“We want our outdoor
space to be more
useable for longer.”

At Home

Awnings

Add value and aesthetics to your home.
Make the most of outdoor living with a stylish awning offering
shade and shelter from the sun. Available in a variety of designs
and fabrics, you can choose an awning that complements your
home perfectly.
Retractable patio awnings not only provide shade from the
sun but also add a distinct look to your home’s exterior. With
motorised awnings creating an unobstructed shaded area they
are the ultimate in convenience, with classic simplicity and beauty.
The Lakeland Awnings collection consists of five models
covering a range of prices allowing you to choose the model
best suited to your home and budget. With a Lakeland awning,
your outdoor space becomes an extension of the indoors.
Children can play safely with protection from the sun’s harmful
rays, you can enjoy entertaining in a cool shaded area that will
be the talk of the party or simply enjoy sitting back and having
a relaxing moment or two to yourself while the world goes on
around you.
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Extend the days and seasons
Increase the length of time that you are able to stay outdoors
with one of our retractable awnings or permanent roofs. Then
extend that even further with accessories such as lighting and
heating to help keep you comfortable outside for longer no
matter what the weather throughout the year, day or night.
Sun and wind sensors allow you to automatically make the
most of your awning, ensuring your special place stays just as
you need it without you having to give it a second thought.

Awnings at home
✓✓ Bring the indoors outdoors
✓✓ Provides a safe environment for children to play
✓✓ Relax and enjoy the great outdoors
✓✓ Stylish addition to any home
✓✓ Sun protection at the touch of a button

Lakeland

Keep your customers
coming back

“We want to stand
out from the crowd.”

Retail

Awnings

Extend your reach with a Lakeland Awning.
The high street is packed with shops trying to grab the
attention of busy shoppers. Make sure you stand out from
the crowd with a Lakeland Awning. Available with a choice of
high quality fabrics and with the option of custom printing
and colours, we’re confident that you’ll find a Lakeland Awning
which matches and enhances your brand. Our Grasmere and
Windermere awnings are available with high performance PVC
fabrics which are ideal for commercial use.
Not only does a Lakeland Awning provide an attractive
façade for your window display, you can also be safe in the
knowledge that any products displayed will be protected
from the sun. Fresh produce remains cool and looks enticing,
fabrics can be placed into a window without fear of fading and
with sun protection at your window, your premises is a more
comfortable place to work and shop on the inside too.

For retailers lucky enough to have outdoor space a Lakeland
Awning gives you a great opportunity to bring the indoors
outdoors. Allowing customers to browse as they pass by gives
you a unique opportunity to take advantage of impulse buys
and means every passer by becomes a potential customer as
they happily take in your products as they pass.

Retailer choice
✓✓ Show case your products
✓✓ Make a statement with an awning promoting your
business with our printed options

✓✓ Allows for easy use of outdoor space
✓✓ Protect window displays from the sun
✓✓ Create a cool and comfortable ambience inside and out

Lakeland
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“Make a profit on
outdoor space.”

Bars and Restaurants

Awnings

Create the perfect place to eat, drink and relax.
A shading solution from Lakeland Awnings can help you to
create the perfect outside space. Built to last our range of
awnings will enable you to turn unused outside areas into
pleasant, profitable spaces. With a wide choice of fabrics and
the opportunity for special printing with your company colours
and logo you’ll be sure to find a solution for your outside area,
whilst creating an eye catching advertising space.
Protect your customers from the sun and maximise the
earnings potential of your premises by bringing your indoor
offering outdoors. Not many people can resist the opportunity
to let someone else look after them for a while as they relax
and watch the world go by. Create the perfect ambience for
enjoyment outside under a Lakeland Awning.

Making use of extra space means creating those all important
extra covers but without the outlay of a refurbishment and
extra covers means extra profit. Not forgetting customers
making a beeline for your premises to enjoy alfresco dining on
those sunny days.

Hospitality choice
✓✓ Accessories and sensors to make the most of

Make the outdoors your feature
From coffee at sunrise to cocktails at sunset extend the length
of time you are able to make use of your outdoor space with
a retractable awning. The possibilities for using the space are
endless. Accessories such as lighting and heaters allow you
to extend the time your outdoor space is used even further.
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the weather
✓✓ Lets customers enjoy eating and drinking alfresco
✓✓ Extra covers
✓✓ Opportunities from sunrise to sunset
✓✓ Branded with your corporate colours and logo

Lakeland

Perfect playtime
protection

“This is not only a valuable asset
to the school but has opened up
so many opportunities to the
children to explore education
outside the classroom.”

Schools and Play Groups

Awnings

Making outdoor play and learning safer on younger skin.
Turn outside areas into pleasant places to sit, play and learn
with intelligent retractable awnings. Making the most of
outdoor play and learning in a safe environment is second
nature at Lakeland Awnings. Our tried and tested shading
solutions have undergone numerous tests to ensure they offer
maximum protection for younger skin.
A shading solution from Lakeland Awnings will create limitless
opportunities for learning and play around the school grounds.
The sun’s rays can be deceptive as even on overcast days UV rays
can have harmful effects on the skin. Lakeland Awnings shading
solutions will provide you with peace of mind that children’s
skin is continually protected allowing you to concentrate on
developing outdoor activities for learning and fun.
This sun awning technology is perfect to help protect the
children in their outdoor play whatever the time of year and
weather. The sun sensor is a particular advantage as it will
adjust the retractable awning offering protection from the
summer sun. Alternatively on a cold winters day there is the
heating element of this package that will keep the children
warm under the awning.
Lakeland

Education choice
✓✓ Encourage outdoor play
✓✓ Protect young skin from the harmful effects of the sun
✓✓ A stylish and practical addition to the playground
✓✓ Sun and wind sensors allow for automated shading
at the touch of a button

5 year guarantee
All Lakeland Awnings motors are covered
by a comprehensive 5 year guarantee.
Lakeland Awnings are extensively tested to comply
with EN standard 13561:2008. Each awning is carefully
checked, CE marked and packaged. Installation is quick
and easy, taking a matter of hours and will be carried
out by a trained and approved installer.
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UV Tested
Our fabrics have a UV rating of at least 90%
(and 99% UVB radiation), regardless of the colour
so you can enjoy the sun safe in the knowledge that your
Lakeland Awning offers you shade and sun protection.

Fabrics and Finishes
Create the perfect look for your patio awning.
The design of your awning can really transform the look and
feel of your outside space and so it’s important to take time
choosing from our stunning range of fabrics.
When choosing from the extensive range of fabrics you should
consider the atmosphere you wish to create with your new
sun awning. Patio canopies in yellow and orange tones create
a warming environment whereas blue and greens will set a
cooling, calming tone. Choose from plain colours, block stripes
and special designs to create the perfect look. For commercial
applications ask about our specialist printing services to create
an eye catching advertisement for your premises.

Choose from 3 valance options
Available with wavy, straight or no valance option.

Wavy

Straight

No Valance

Stunning Fabrics
100s of fabrics to choose from

Our UK manufactured awnings
Windermere and Grasmere are also
available with a high performance PVC
fabric ideal for commercial applications.

Even more choice
With many more fabric designs
available, make sure you ask your
distributor for a fabric swatch
book to see the full range of fabric
styles, colours and patterns on offer.

Quality assurance
All our motorised awnings are fitted with a motor
as standard which comes with a comprehensive five
year warranty. Both the Lakeland Awnings and Piazza
Patio Roofs are protected with a two year guarantee
to ensure your Lakeland product provides years of
protection and enjoyment.
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We have chosen the Giovanardi and Dickson range of fabrics,
which are woven from 100% dyed-in-the-mass acrylic fibres,
giving exceptional colour fastness against strong sunlight
and weather. The fabric is also treated, ensuring complete
resistance to water, dirt, oil, grease, algae and mould. This all
simply means that the fabric of your awning will be more
resistant to fading and deterioration.

Important Notes on Colour
The printing process does not allow exact reproduction
of the paint and fabric colours. If you are unsure of your colour
choice please ask your supplier for a sample. Colour references
quoted are the nearest standard RAL or BS references to
the colours used. They will not be an exact match and are
intended as a guide only.

Lakeland

Options and Accessories
The Standard Range
Choose from our standard range of accessories to make
sure you get the most from your awning.

Enjoy after dark
Don’t let those cool, autumn evenings get in the way of enjoying your awning at night:

Integrated Patio Heaters

Integrated Lighting

It doesn’t matter if it’s on the chilly side
– simply turn on the heater and make
the most of the great outdoors.

Eat outside even when it gets dark…
just use your remote to activate the
awning lighting or the garden lighting.

Sun & Wind Sensors

Wireless Handsets

The Sunis Sensor RTS is a solar
powered autonomous sun sensor that
automatically controls your
Somfy RTS powered awning,
providing automatic sun
protection.

3 specially designed hand transmitters
designed to let you control your
awning and additional remote control
accessories:

The Soliris Sensor RTS is a mains
powered sensor that extends or
retracts your awning as the
sun come out or goes in, with
priority to retracting them
when wind speeds exceed a
preset value, preventing wind
damage (such as the fabric ripping)
in strong winds.
The Eolis 3D WireFree Sensor battery
powered wind sensor detects
vibrations from high winds and
automatically retracts your
patio awning to protect the
fabric, mechanism and your
property, even in your absence.

The Telis Patio RTS is a single
channel, battery powered remote
that allows you to control both
your awning and associated solar
functions of your sun accessories.
The Telis 1 RTS is a battery
powered, single channel radio
handset allowing you to control,
raise, lower and stop your awning
as well as saving your favourite
position for one-button positioning.
The Telis Soliris 4 is a single
channel radio handset with a
sun sensor over-ride function.
Raise, lower and stop functions,
as well as the ‘my favourite
position’ function.

Accessory packages
Ask about our accessory packages to make the most of your awning:

✓✓ Lakeland Family: Robust and protective – a package perfect for family life
✓✓ Lakeland Deluxe: Ultimate Style – Create the perfect place to entertain
✓✓ Lakeland Home: Protect soft furnishings and provide shade inside and out
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The Elero Range
Choose from our Elero range of accessories to get that
little bit extra from your awning.
Sun & Wind Sensors

Wireless Handsets

The Lumero 868 is an external solar
powered sun sensor with wireless
technology to operate any
elero radio receiver.

A choice of 5 specially designed hand
transmitters in a choice of 3 different
colours designed to let you take
control of your awning. Additional
remote control accessories for lighting
and heaters are also available.

The Aero 868 is a Solar powered sun
and wind sensor that automatically
controls your awning providing sun
protection and, preventing any damage
during strong winds. The beauty of
being solar powered makes it a very
simple operation to move to
different location optimising
the level of protection.
The Ventero 868 is a solar
powered wind only sensor retracting
your awning in strong winds preventing
any damage if the wind speed
is exceeded. It is easy to
re-locate having zero wires.
The Sensero 868 is a mains powered
sun and wind sensor with optional rain
sensor providing the same automatic
sun protection and
retracting the awning
in strong winds.
The Protero 868 is a battery operated
wind sensor detecting vibration and
any changes in pitch due to excessive
water or wind retracting
the awning preventing
any damage.

Monotel2 is a single channel,
battery operated transmitter to
control your wireless awnings,
lights or heater receiver from elero.
Variotel2 is a 5 channel and 1
group channel transmitter offering
individual and group control of
several devices. Auto and manual
function for sun sensor override.
Lumerotel2 is a single channel
transmitter with auto/man options
to be used when automatic sun
sensor function needs overriding.
The MultiTel2 has 15 individual
channels, 2 sub and 1 master
group channel. Executed
commands are visualized using
easily understandable display
symbols and an LED display.
The Tempotel2 has 10 individual
channels, 2 sub and 1 master
channel with 7 day Astro timer.

About Elero
The elero success began in 1964 when elero invented the tubular motor.
Today, elero is one of largest manufacturer of tubular motors and controls for
sun protection systems in the world. At international level, elero motors are
manufactured in Germany and more than 450 people are employed world wide.
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Product Range

Awnings

Windermere

Grasmere

Solid, stylish design ideal for large spaces

The uniquely adjustable and totally versatile awning

The Windermere is the flag ship of the Lakeland Awning range. A compact and attractive
olive style casing allows the awning to be discreet when closed, whilst still allowing an
awning of up to 6000 mm wide. The perfect awning for entertaining parties large and small.

The Grasmere, is a new type of awning with a compact design and unique adjusting
possibilities. Made from aluminium this awning can be fitted in almost any application and
can be mounted to both walls and ceilings. The use of solid folding arms ensures maximum
free movement under the awning.

Derwent

Coniston

Robust design, perfect for large spaces

Perfect for creating the contemporary outside living space

The Derwent’s robust design and solid construction results in long-lasting durability. This
awning offers ultimate style and engineering and is ideal for frequent or prolonged use. With
a maximum width of 7500 mm, this is ideal for making the most of large outdoor spaces.

The Coniston, with a unique design and olive shaped end-caps is at the forefront of awning
development. A step away from traditional awning design, this creates a defined, modern
space with an ‘alfresco’ atmosphere.

Fully enclosed cassette
For ultimate durability on our awnings,
all moving parts are protected when closed.

Extensively tested

Ennerdale
The timeless design that’s a real classic
The Ennerdale is a classic in awning design. The discreet cassette shape ensures that the
Ennerdale sits neatly on the façade. This is an ideal choice for those looking for a more
traditional design.

Lakeland

All awnings are CE marked and comply with EN standard
13561:2008 for outdoor awnings. They have been tested
for durability, wind loading and water loading.
All our motorised awnings are fitted with a motor as
standard which comes with a comprehensive five
year warranty.
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Lakeland Awnings Product
Comparison and Options
Windermere

Grasmere

Derwent

Coniston

Ennerdale

Min width mm*

1910 mm

1840 mm

2480 mm

1880 mm

1860 mm

Max width mm

6000 mm

6000 mm

7000 mm

6000 mm

5500 mm

Awnings

Min Projection mm

1500 mm

1500 mm

1500 mm

1500 mm

1500 mm

Max Projection mm**

3000 mm

3000 mm

3500 mm

3500 mm

3000 mm

Motor

Elero / Somfy

Elero / Somfy

Elero / Somfy

Elero / Somfy

Elero / Somfy

Colours

Bright White
RAL 9010

Bright White
RAL 9010

Silver Anodized

Silver Anodized

Silver Anodized

Brown Sepia

Bright White
RAL 9010

Bright White
RAL 9010

White Cream
RAL 9001

Anthracite Grey
RAL 7016

White Cream
RAL 9001

White Cream
RAL 9001

Anthracite Grey
RAL 7016

Anthracite Grey
Textured
RAL 7016

* Dependent on Projection		
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** Dependent on Width

Lakeland

Lakeland Piazza

Piazza

The Piazza Patio Roof offers the perfect permanent all weather solution.
Made from extruded aluminium and durable polycarbonate,
the Piazza Patio Roof is made to measure and arrives ready to
assemble. Construction is simple taking no more than
1-2 days by our fully trained, qualified professionals.
Residential, Commercial and Education Applications
The Piazza Patio Roof suits a variety of applications, including
patio and garden covers for the home and outside dining or
smoking shelters for bars, cafes and restaurants. The permanent
roof system is also an ideal all weather solution for nurseries
and schools to increase functionality of outdoor play spaces.

Available with polycarbonate or glass roof and with the
frame available in a wide range of high quality paint finishes
including anthracite grey, white, brown and green with
additional colours available at a surcharge. The Piazza can also
be fitted with roof lights to complement and enhance the look
of any domestic or commercial application.
Spacious and Durable
The Piazza Roof spans a maximum width of 7000 mm making
it ideal for large spaces or as a covered walkway. Strong and
durable aluminium structure, with your choice of glass or
polycarbonate roof.

The all weather permanent roof can also provide a unique
carport solution. This simple but robust design can cover wide
areas with a maximum width of 7000 mm and a maximum
panel length of 3500 mm. If you do not have a garage this
is the perfect protective and attractive solution for the
conscientious vehicle owner.

Lakeland
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Piazza for the Home

Piazza

Getting more from the great outdoors.
Whether you want to wander into the garden with your
children or open a book on the patio, with the Piazza roof
you’ll never have to worry about the weather. With our patio
roof protection you can plan a family garden party, or a
barbecue with friends, without fearing you’ll have to cancel at
the last minute. Protect items of value from the elements all
year round – from bikes to a hot tub, a caravan to your car.

Benefits
✓✓ Shelter from the rain and protection from the sun
✓✓ Easy to clean and maintain
✓✓ Adds value to your home
✓✓ Optional heating and lighting

The Piazza roof is suitable for a wide variety of residential applications, including:

Patio Roof

Carport

Covered Walkway

Bike Cover

Hot Tub Cover

BBQ Area

Outdoor Play Area

Caravan Cover
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Piazza for Business

Piazza

Turn unused outdoor areas into pleasant and profitable spaces.
With the Piazza you can get more value from your outdoor
space. Create a place to meet in fresh air, protect your vehicles
with a carport, cover an exposed walkway, or invest in a more
welcoming entrance for your customers. The Piazza all weather
roofing system offers you the chance to get the most from
your business space, giving you a permanent and stylish cover
for your customers, whilst protecting them from rain and sun.

Benefits
✓✓ Shelter from the rain and protection from the sun
✓✓ Easy to clean and maintain
✓✓ Adds value to your business
✓✓ 2 year guarantee

The Piazza roof is suitable for a wide variety of commercial applications, including:

Outside Merchandise

Bike Shelter

Carport

Smoking Shelter

Outdoor Space

Outdoor Work Area

Covered Entrance

Covered Walkway

Lakeland
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Piazza for Schools

Piazza

Bring your learning outside with permanent protection from the elements.
The Piazza Patio Roof is an ideal permanent cover for outside
play and learning. The polycarbonate roofing offers UV
protection and is fully waterproof, perfect for all weathers.
Let children enjoy the freedom of play and learning in the
great outdoors safe in the knowledge they are protected
from the elements.

Sizes
■■
■■
■■

Min width 2500 mm – Max width up to 7000 mm
Min projection 2000 mm – Max projection 3000 mm
Max distance between vertical supports 3500 mm

Lakeland Piazza Technical
At a glance
■■
■■
■■

■■
■■
■■

Shelter from the rain and UV protection
Two year guarantee
Lightweight and easy to install – taking just 2 days in
most applications
Adds value to your home or business
Optional heating and lights for your patio cover
Polycarbonate or glass options

■■
■■
■■
■■

■■
■■

Strong and durable aluminium structure
Easy to clean and maintain
4 colours to choose from
Available in a range of sizes with a maximum width
of 7000 mm and maximum panel length of 3500 mm
Makes use of outdoor space
Made to measure

Colours

Bright White RAL 9010
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Brown RAL 8014

Green RAL 6009

Anthracite Grey RAL 7016

Reasons to
Choose Lakeland
Remember, only Lakeland offers
all of the following:
✓✓ A name you can trust
When buying a Lakeland product you can be reassured by the
values behind them. Every Lakeland product is CE marked.

✓✓ Expert advice
With a local expert on hand you can be confident in choosing
a product that suits your needs and provides added value to
your property.

✓✓ Manufactured in the UK
Using the latest machinery and equipment the Windermere
and Grasmere are proudly manufactured and assembled in
the UK.

✓✓ A solution for everyone
Versatile for both commercial or domestic application and
with so many fabrics to choose from in the Lakeland Awning
range there is a Lakeland product to suit most external
applications.

www.lakelandawnings.co.uk

Peace-of-Mind Warranties
All Lakeland products are guaranteed against defect of material or workmanship, subject to correct installation, maintenance and
operation, for a period of 2 years from the date of purchase. The motor carries a 5 year guarantee.

Lakeland
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